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AiSignal utilizes advanced AI algorithms to analyze
cryptocurrency market trends and data from various
sources, including blockchains, forums, and project launch
platforms.

Subscribers receive notifications of the selected tokens,
along with trading signals that include detailed token
information . These strategies consider factors such as
market sentiment, price momentum, trading volume, and
fundamental analysis.

AiSignal provides traders with reliable buy signals,
indicating the best entry points for potential price
appreciation. This empowers subscribers to make informed
trading decisions.

The AI-driven analytics capabilities of AiSignal process vast
amounts of historical and real-time data, uncovering market
trends, correlations, and anomalies. This valuable insight helps
traders navigate the dynamic cryptocurrency landscape.

AI algorithms identify patterns and trends within the data,
allowing AiSignal to create predictive models for assessing
the future performance of cryptocurrencies.

AISignal doesn't stop at analysis—it goes a step further by
selecting the most promising tokens based on its predictive
models. This means that subscribers receive notifications
of the selected tokens, accompanied by detailed token
information. With AISignal's assistance, traders can focus
on assets with a higher likelihood of success.
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Unlock the potential of your $AiSigTokens by participating in our Revenue
Share program. Earn rewards through our transparent and rewarding system
designed to benefit our valued token holders.

Revenue Share for Staked $AiSigTokens:
Weekly / Monthly Payouts
Snapshots taken for accurate distribution
Rewards distributed in Eth

Tiered Levels for Revenue Share:
50M+: Exclusive top holder bonus
24M+: 2.5x multiplier
15M+: 1.5x multiplier
10M+: 1x multiplier
5M+: 0.5x multiplier

FINANCIAL BENEFITS
- Each level receives a weighted average of 10% of gross taxes
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Embark on your journey to success in the cryptocurrency market with AISignal Plans.
Designed to cater to traders of all levels, AISignal offers a range of comprehensive
plans tailored to meet your unique trading needs and objectives.

AISignal Plat Entry:
Unlock opportunities at the perfect entry points with AISignal Plat Entry. This feature
harnesses advanced algorithms to pinpoint optimal entry positions in the market,
empowering traders to enter positions with confidence and precision.

AISignal Plat Exit:
Seize the moment and optimize your exits with AISignal Plat Exit. Utilizing
sophisticated algorithms, this feature identifies strategic exit points, allowing traders
to capitalize on profits and navigate market volatility with ease.

AISignal First Call:
Stay ahead of the curve with AISignal First Call. This feature provides early insights and
alerts on potential market movements, enabling traders to make informed decisions and
take advantage of emerging opportunities before they become mainstream.

AISignal Big Whale:
Navigate the seas of cryptocurrency markets with confidence using AISignal Big Whale.
This feature detects significant market movements and large trades made by influential
investors, providing valuable insights into market sentiment and trends, empowering
traders to make informed decisions in real-time
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Token Initial Investment ATH Market Cap ROI ROI (x)
$linq $103k $39.3m 38100% 381x

$bullet $105k $11.35m 10800% 108x

$Saint $39k $5.75m 14700% 147x

$Ken $17k $1.75m 10200% 102x

$Nati $13.6k $4.53m 34000% 340x

$hold $13.6k $3.38m 24800% 248x

$wpc $14k $854.4k 6100% 61x

$amc $29k $1.27m 4400% 44x

$wsb $8.4k $358k 4300% 43x

$cap $67.6k $2.1m 3100% 31x

$money $8.8k $238k 2700% 27x

$bionic $47k $1.03m 2200% 22x

$D/ACC $20.6k $8.23m 399x 399x

$E/ACC $39.9k $1.66m 42x 42x

$FAC $48.7k $4.03m 82x 82x

$OIL $72k $2.2m 31x 31x

$MILK $79k $6.55m 83x 83x

$GROK $2k $8.14m 4070x 4070x

$GROK $17k $201m 11,823x 11,823x

$WEB $134k $10.15m 75x 75x

$STACK $2k $1.71m 673x 673x

$AI.COM $112k $1.47m 13x 13x

$GPU $22k $835k 38x 38x

$MUSK $146k $1.06m 7x 7x

$STARSHIP $34k $4.44m 130x 130x

$MUBI $742k $30.21m 40x 40x

$HeyBob $14.1k $1.87m 132.6x 132.6x

$DogeAI $25.7k $1.04m 40.5x 40.5x

$N1 $34.2k $2,479,516 67x 67x

$BYPASS $37k $3,835,624 103.7x 103.7x

$LMI $9.3k $5,463,306 587.5x 587.5x

$JOE $46k $35,549,499 772.8x 772.8x
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Total Supply: 1,000,000,000 tokens.

BUY TAX
5%

SELL TAX
5%

CONTRACT: 0X508B27902C6C14972A10A4E413B9CFA449E9CEDB

AI Signal's tokenomics are designed to incentivize participation, reward token
holders, and facilitate access to the platform's advanced tools and

functionalities. As users engage with the platform and stake their tokens, they
contribute to the ecosystem's growth while benefiting from its features and

rewards system.
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Create a MetaMask Wallet using either
a desktop computer or an iOS/Android
mobile device.

HOW TO BUY $AISIG TOKEN?

You can buy from decentralized Uniswap
YOU NEED THE METAMASK WALLET!

STEPS TO FOLLOW!
CREATE A METAMASK WALLET

SEND BNB TO YOUR WALLET
Transfer BNB to your MetaMask or
Trust wallet from exchanges like
Binance, Bitmart, Coinbase, Gate, etc.

CONNECT YOUR WALLET TO PANCAKE SWAP
Connect your wallet to Uniswap by
clicking ‘Connect wallet’ and selecting
MetaMask.

Buy your Tokens now!
You can start swapping as soon as you
have BNB available. Press ‘Select a
Token’ and enter $AISIG contract.

BUY $AISIG : https://app.uniswap.org/swap?
casper=eth&outputCurrency=0x508b27902c6c14972a10a4e413b9cfa449e9cedb
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Disclaimer
AI Signal and its team members are not registered as financial advisors and hold no formal qualifications to give financial advice. Everything that is

provided on this server, on the AI Signal website, and by its team members is purely for educational purposes only. AI Signal and its team members are not
accountable or liable for any losses or damages. You are responsible for all the risks you take. Any content provided here should not be construed as

financial advice. It is crucial to conduct your own research and make informed decisions when engaging in cryptocurrency trading.

https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0x6D8CE867fc36a57a4148c4DC904A9D8251E7Ea8c
https://app.uniswap.org/swap?casper=eth&outputCurrency=0x508b27902c6c14972a10a4e413b9cfa449e9cedb
https://app.uniswap.org/swap?casper=eth&outputCurrency=0x508b27902c6c14972a10a4e413b9cfa449e9cedb
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